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Abstract: Data mining is the approach which is applied to extract useful information from the raw data. The technique of clustering, the similar and dissimilar type of data are clustered together to analyze complex data. The previous times, various types of clustering have been proposed for the efficient data analysis. In this paper, density-based clustering and their techniques have been reviewed and compared in terms of various parameters. 
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1. Introduction
Extraction the hidden predictive information from the huge databases is known as data mining. Companies or organizations have been able to focus and retrieve the information from their data warehouses as per the requirement. Data mining has been utilized successfully in the large number of companies. The companies that were involved here at first were mainly the information-intensive industries including the financial services as well as direct mail marketing. Now, a large data warehouse is managed as per the relationships with the users. For the success of data mining, there are two important factors which are: a huge, properly integrated data warehousing and the properly defined understanding of the business process as per which the
Data mining is applied. It assignment of the objects into specific groups known as clusters in such a manner that the objects of one cluster are more alike than the other objects present in different clusters is known as the clustering technique. This is no particular algorithm with the clustering method. There are certain algorithms which help in performing various tasks within this process. Its algorithms chosen are based on the methods they utilize for computing or identifying the cluster. On the basis of a specific property the gathering of similar image pixels within a cluster is known as clustering technique. Its clusters formed here show high intra-cluster similarities whereas low inter-cluster similarities. There are various categories in which the clustering techniques are classified. Categories are explained below:

i) Hierarchical clustering: The basis of the closer relation of pixels which are near to each other than the ones that are far, the clusters are formed, and the technique is known as hierarchical clustering. The basis of the distance of pixels from each other, the clusters are formed within these algorithms. The data representation is done here in the form of a tree. Within the representation and the complete data set is denoted by a root node and data points present in it are represented as leaf node.

- **Agglomerative:** There is a bottom-up approach utilized within these methods where the individual data points are to be started with and further the clusters are merged for creating a tree-like structure. On the basis of the merging of clusters, various choices are possible. The basis of quality and efficiency, the various tradeoffs are provided. There are various examples such as single-linkage, all-pairs linkage, centroid-linkage, and sampled-linkage clustering in which these methods are utilized. There is a utilization of the shortest distance amongst a pair of points within the single-linkage clustering. The average of all pairs is utilized in the all-pairs linkage.

- **Divisive:** The purpose of partitioning the data points into a tree-like structure, a top-down mechanism is utilized within these methods. The partitioning at each step can be done by utilizing any flat clustering algorithm. In the terms of hierarchical structure of the tree as well as the level of balance within various clusters, the divisive partitioning is allows flexibility.

ii) Partitional clustering: The pixels or data points are separated into numerous partitions known as clusters within the partitional clustering algorithms. The data is partitioned into single partition within the partitional clustering instead of representing the data into nested like in hierarchical clustering. The data in which the representation in the form of tree is not possible opts for the partitional clustering.

iii) Density- and Grid-Based Methods

The two closely related classes are the density and grid based techniques. Here, the data space is explored at higher levels of granularity. In terms of number of data points in certain defined volume of its locality or in terms of smoother kernel density estimate, the density at a specific point within the data space is defined. At certain level of granularity and the post-processing
phase, the data space is explored. The dense regions of the data space are put together within an arbitrary shape. A grid-like structure is formed using the individual regions of the data space within the grid-based techniques of the specific class of density-based methods. As it is easy to put the various dense blocks within the post-processing phase, the grid-based structures are easy to be implemented. Within the high-dimensional methods, those grid-like techniques are also utilized as the lower dimensional grids help in defining the clusters on the subsets of dimensions. The data space is explored at higher level of granularity within these methods which proves to be beneficial. Thus, the complete shape of data distribution is utilized for reconstruction.

The various clustering algorithms available on the base of the various methods as present. A few of these clustering algorithms are explained below:

a. **K-means Clustering Algorithm**: Its process which executes the square error criteria is known as the k-means algorithm. It is very easy as compared to the other algorithms. The numbers of partitions to be provided are initially defined within this algorithm. There is a random initialization of the cluster centers which are required by the predefined number of clusters present. Further, for each data point, one cluster that is nearest is assigned to it for which there is a need to re-estimate the cluster centers as well as the new centroid.

b. **N-cut Clustering Algorithm**: The hierarchical divisive clustering process in which the tree structure form is utilized for representing the clusters in known as the N-cut technique. The nodes of tree are formatted within the groups or clusters.

c. **Mean Shift Clustering Algorithm**: It provided data set is clustered by connecting each point with a peak of the data set’s probability density. Its process is known as Mean shift algorithm. The spherical window of the radius r at certain data point is utilized for computing the related peak.

1.1 **Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN)**:
Various types of clustering techniques developed here are partitioning, hierarchical, density, grid, model, and constraint based. On the basis of notion of density, the density based method works. There is a difference between the clusters formed in thick regions as well as thin regions. The objective here is to increase the recognized clusters until the density in the neighborhood is higher than the threshold value. For the purpose of finding the arbitrary shaped clusters and differentiating the noise from huge spatial databases, the Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm is utilized. There are two parameters in this algorithm. It is Epps (radius) and the MinPts (minimum points-a threshold). The basis of center-based approach, this method is based. Here, the density is estimated for a specific point within the dataset.
Objective of cluster analysis is to identify groups of objects (in this case, customers) that are very similar with regard to their price consciousness and brand loyalty and assign them into clusters. After the having decided on the clustering variables (brand loyalty and price consciousness), we need to decide on the clustering procedure to form our groups of objects. This step is crucial for the analysis, as different procedures require different decisions prior to analysis.

1. Clustering applications:

- **The Intermediate Step for other fundamental data mining problems:** The solution to most of the data mining issues for instance classification is done through the summarization of data which is mainly known as the clustering. For various types of application-specific organizations, the less information related to data is helpful.

- **The Collaborative Filtering:** The summarization of closely related users is done through the collaborative filtering techniques. The collaborative filtering is done using the ratings which are given by the various users towards each other. This helps in providing certain recommendations as per the requirements to enhance them.
• The Customer Segmentation: The collaborative filtering is similar to this method as there are groups which involve similar clusters within the data. The only difference here is that the arbitrary attributes related to the objects are utilized here for clustering rather than the rating information.

• The Data Summarization: There are various dimensionality reduction methods which provide the clustering techniques. These techniques help in providing data summarization which further helps in providing compact data representations. These representations help in providing usage in various applications which is easier.

• The Dynamic Trend Detection: There are various dynamic as well as streaming algorithms which are utilized in order to detect data in various applications which involve dynamically clustered data. Various patterns of changes are performed here. For instance, the multidimensional data, text streams, trajectory data, etc. With the help of clustering methods, the key trends as well as events in data are identified.

• The Multimedia Data Analysis: The multimedia data involves the images, audio, video and various types of documents. There are huge applications such as recognition of similar snippets of music, or pictures are involved for the recognition of similar segments. There are various types of data and it might also involve the multimodal representation in various instances.

• The Biological Data Analysis: Due to the evolvement of human genome as well as various kinds of gene expression data, the biological data is very important. The sequences or networks can be formed for the purpose of structuring the biological data. Better ideas for providing new trends related to data are done using the clustering algorithms.

• The Social Network Analysis: For determining the important communities within the network, the structure of social network is utilized. Within the community detection there is a better understanding of the community structure within the network, which helps to introduce it in the social network analysis. The social network summarization also utilizes the clustering technique which is used in various applications. There are also applications related to clustering within the social network summarization.

2. Literature Review

Research of the client classification and prediction in commercial banks based on Naive Bayesian classifier is proposed in this paper that accommodates the uncertainty inherent in predicting client conduct. With the wild rivalry in the domestic and global business, the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) has turned out to be one of matters of concern to the enterprise. The study will help the company to break down and forecast client's pattern of consumption, and the premise of personalized marketing services and management. A study on
the speech articulation trouble symptoms of PD influenced people and attempt is proposed in this paper. To formulate the model on the behalf of three data mining methods. It is concluded that LR model indentified people with PD all the more effectively then Tree and SVM classifiers on the behalf of discussed performance matrices. An evolutionary approach is shown in this paper. For extracting a model of flood prediction from hydrological data observed timely on water heights in a river watershed. An evolutionary algorithm is involved to permit choosing the best sets, juries of classifiers, of such variables as predictive variables. The experiments have demonstrated that this difference could be important, either with our stochastic method or with classical classification methods. The classifiers utilized for the automatic detection of the disease are evaluated in this paper. Utilizing the data mining methods. This work particularly puts concentrate on the classification techniques to accurately order the disease associated with the retina based on the features extracted from retinal images through image processing techniques. A training accuracy of cent percent is accomplished by a couple of classifiers while the prediction accuracy remains at 76.67. The results demonstrate that a training accuracy of 100% can be accomplished by a couple of classifiers and a prediction accuracy 76.67%. A framework is proposed in this paper of methodology of DBSCAN algorithm with the integration of fuzzy logic. The extent to which an object has a place with a particular cluster will be resolved utilizing membership values. The improved version of DBSCAN algorithm will be the hybridization of DBSCAN algorithm with fuzzy if-then rules. The continuous image super-pixel segmentation method is proposed in this paper with 50fps by utilizing the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm. A quick two-stage framework is adopted. The experimental results demonstrate that our constant super-pixel algorithm (50fps) by the DBSCAN clustering outperforms the state-of-the-craftsmanship super-pixel segmentation methods as far as both accuracy and efficiency. An efficient approach for clustering analysis is proposed in this paper to detect embedded and nested adjacent clusters utilizing idea of density based notion of clusters and neighborhood difference. This experimental result that recommended that proposed algorithm is more effective in detecting embedded and nested adjacent clusters thought about both DBSCAN and ENDBSCAN without including any additional computational complexity.

The Comparison of various existing techniques is given below:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors’ Names</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gao Hua</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>The research of the client classification and prediction in commercial banks based on Naive Bayesian classifier is proposed in this paper that accommodates the uncertainty inherent in predicting client conduct.</td>
<td>Its study will help the company to break down and forecast client's pattern of consumption, and the premise of personalized marketing services and management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geeta Yadav, Yugal Kumar, G. Sahoo</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>The study on the speech articulation trouble symptoms of PD influenced people and attempt is proposed here to formulate the model on the behalf of three data mining methods.</td>
<td>It is concluded that LR model indentified people with PD all the more effectively then Tree and SVM classifiers on the behalf of discussed performance matrices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilfried Segretier, Manuel Clergue, Martine Collard, Luis Izquierdo</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Evolutionary approach is shown in this paper for extracting a model of flood prediction from hydrological data observed timely on water heights in a river watershed.</td>
<td>Its experiments have demonstrated that this difference could be important, either with our stochastic method or with classical classification methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr.R. Geetha Ramani, Lakshmi.B, Shomona Gracia Jacob</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Its classifiers utilized for the automatic detection of the disease are evaluated utilizing the data mining methods.</td>
<td>Its results demonstrate that a training accuracy of 100% can be accomplished by a couple of classifiers and a prediction accuracy of 76.67%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saefia Beri, Kamaljit Kaur</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>The framework of methodology of DBSCAN algorithm is proposed in this paper with the integration of fuzzy logic.</td>
<td>The improved version of DBSCAN algorithm will be the hybridization of DBSCAN algorithm with fuzzy if-then rules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jianbing Shen, Xiaopeng Hao, Zhiyuan Liang, Yu Liu, Wenguan Wang, and Ling Shao</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Its continuous image super-pixel segmentation method is proposed in this paper with 50fps by utilizing the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm.</td>
<td>The experimental results demonstrate that our constant super-pixel algorithm (50fps) by the DBSCAN clustering outperforms the state-of-the-craftsmanship super-pixel segmentation methods as far as both accuracy and efficiency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagaraju S, Manish Kashyap</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>The efficient approach for clustering analysis is present in this paper to detect embedded and nested adjacent clusters utilizing idea of density based notion of clusters and neighborhood difference.</td>
<td>Experimental results that recommended that proposed algorithm is more effective in detecting embedded and nested adjacent clusters thought about both DBSCAN and EDBSCAN without including any additional computational complexity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Conclusion
Work, it has been concluded that density-based clustering is the most efficient type of clustering to analyze similar type of data. The DBSCAN is the algorithm of density based clustering which is applied to cluster the input data according to their density. In future, the DBSCAN algorithm will be improved to increase accuracy of clustering and reduce execution time.
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